A method which uses the dynamical model is raised to solve the human initial gesture of the man-rifle system. It uses the known information of part of limbs to build the truthfulness constraint, and then solve the problem with the dynamics of rigid multi-body. Using this method and combined using ADAMS and LifeMod to calculate the human initial gesture of prone position loaded and prone position fire of certain universal stutterer, the result is truthfulness and by which proves the feasibility of this method, it provides a new method to solve the human initial gesture of the man-rifle system, meanwhile, it also provides a new thinking to solve the same kind problems.
The operating gesture is the decisive factor to assess whether the design position of the parts are suitable when the shooter hold a gun. It is a fundamental work to locate human joint when building the model of the man-rifle system, and it is also the precondition to make sure that the built model can reflect the interaction of the human and gun actually when shooting. Generally [1, 2] , direct measurement method is used to confirm the human gesture in the man-rifle system, which advantage is the acquired result is completely genuine and believable, but it also has apparent disadvantages. Direct measurement method requires actual human and gun, while these two conditions may not exist accurately which limits the use of the direct measurement method.
In recent years, multi-body dynamic models are used widely in the solve of the human motion. Basing the built rigid multi-body dynamics models and other theories, Ayoub, Xu Guoyu, Blajera , Ohta, Yang Yiyong analyzed the problems they studied [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .While their studies focus on the movement of human, they had no idea to confirm the human initial gesture.
To the man-rifle system, a part of limbs location is known when the shooter operates the gun. This paper intends to use these known information, and using multi-body dynamics theory to solve the overall gesture of the human initial gesture of the man-rifle system, intending to get a method to solve the overall gesture of the human initial gesture.
Ⅱ The building of the human model

A. Determining the parameter of the human model
According to characteristic of human body, this paper divides the human model into sixteen rigid parts, include head, top body, middle body, below body, left and right big arm, left and right forearm, left and right hand, left and right thigh ham, left and right shank, left and right foot.
Establishing the coordinate system, the Y axis is vertical axis, the front of the sagittal axis is Z axis, and the X axis is cross axis, the positive direction is confirmed by right-hand rule. The direction of local coordinate system of every rigid bodies are same with overall coordinate system before calculating. This paper uses the software Lifemod of the company Research Group to confirm the geometric properties and quality attributes of every body parts. The calculation correlation of the software is: Where, i L is the geometric properties vector of the i part, i M is the quality attributes vector, G is sex, H is height, W is weight, A is age. The shooter in this paper is a man, his height is 1800mm, his weight is 77 kilograms and he is 21.
B. The processing of the joint
In the real human body, every part of the body is jointed by joint, these parts which jointed by joints can only turn, they can not slide. Therefore, these joints are looked as ball joint when the model is built. To make sure the stability of the calculate and the limit angle of joints, add internal moment like (3) But it is related to these movements to find which actual situation is same as the result. These movements can be smooth curves, they can also be piecewise curves, but the process they confirm need to be same as the actually process, it will be more accurate if it is closer to the actually process.
B.
Establishing and solve the kinetic equation Using the Lagrange equation with a multiplier to give the kinetic equations and constraint equations of the human model like equation (6) and equation (7): Re-corrected Newton-Raphson program is used to solved (11), get the iterative formula as (12):
Where, j is the j time iterative, 
Where, I is unit matrix, introduce expression (13) into expression (12) and then get the iteration matrices:
The solution meet error will be get after constant iterative.
Ⅳ Calculation example
A typical fault of certain stutterer is it is hard to start seating, while it is need to solve the boundary condition during the process of start seating if we want to study the problem of start seating, which requires to confirm the human initial gesture. It's need to confirm the human initial gesture during shooting either if studying the human body's influence on shooting precision during shooting and studying the stutterer's influence on human body. This paper takes these two initial gesture for example, using the method mentioned before, combining LifeMod and ADAMS to solve the problem.
During the process of prone position loaded and prone position fire, the body and the direction of fire should collinear, which makes each joint of body can only rotate in the vertical plane. Joints of body and joints of left arm are same as the joints of neck during prone position loaded and prone position fire, there are only the joints of right arm different with them, so, only the gesture of right arm during prone position fire has been solved after solving the initial gesture of prone position loaded. Set the firing line of this stutterer at 310mm, and the locations of the stutterer's buttstock, grip, bolt handle and aiming point will be confirmed. Establishing the holonomic constraints at shoulders, hands and head with the mentioned method and then the initial gesture in the two situations can be solved. During the solution procedure, the first step is to solve the gesture of body and then basing the gesture, the gestures of left arm and right arm and head can be solved, the locus curves of left arm and right arm are all constitute with three parts . The results are presented at table 2, table 3 Fig. 1 Plot of human initial gesture during prone position loaded Fig. 2 Plot of human initial gesture during prone position fire We can get the information from these pictures and tables that the results we get are consistent with the two actual situations, from which proves the feasibility of the method.
Ⅴ Conclusions
A method which uses the dynamical model is raised in this paper to solve the human initial gesture of the man-rifle system. It uses the known information of part of limbs to build the truthfulness constraint, and then solve the problem with the dynamics of rigid multi-body. Using this method and combinedusing ADAMS and LifeMod to calculate the human initial gesture of prone position loaded and prone position fire of certain universal stutterer, the result is truthfulness and by which proves the feasibility of this method, it provides a new method to solve the human initial gesture of the man-rifle system, meanwhile ,it also provides a new thinking to solve the same kind problems.
